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forming moldings from metal, a mold is
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preliminarily prepared by a suitable shaping
process in accordance with the shape and size

of the molding, and the mold is then
manufactured in the form in which it can be
used for molding by cutting metal into the

molding size. A more recent production
method involves use of a steel mold in which

the molding is automatically produced without
cutting metal into the molding size by an

injection molding process. The steel mold is
formed by the steps of preparing a steel mold

comprising a die and an auxiliary member
joined to the die, and then directly forming the

steel mold into the steel mold by injection
molding, wherein the die and the auxiliary
member are integral with one another. The

injection molding process comprises injecting
molten metal into a cavity formed by a die
and an auxiliary member and cooling the

injected metal to form a preform. This process
is repeated, for example, until an integral

shaped preform is obtained. The preform is
then subjected to a shaping step which

involves blowing air into the preform to cause
the metal to expand into a shape
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complementary to the shape of the cavity and
then applying a pressure to the preform. The

metal is finally cooled to form the final product
in the shape complementary to the cavity. The

steel mold is employed for performing the
above described injection molding process.

Therefore, the steel mold is required to have a
fluid-tight structure enabling the injected

molten metal to be kept confined in a cavity
and a fine surface texture on the surface of

the steel mold, which is required to accurately
transfer the fine surface texture of the steel

mold to the surface of the molded metal
product. Further, it is desired that the steel
mold can be opened or closed smoothly and
conveniently, and the steel mold should also

be easy to repair and maintain
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